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Get ready to be grossed out!

Try not to panic, but a million creatures are crawling all over your skin--wriggling on your legs, your neck,
your scalp...everywhere! And that's only on the outside of our bodies. Trillions more of these itty-bitty things
are thriving INSIDE!

Here's a big treat for every kid who loves the squirmy, icky, buggy, and the generally gross. Sensationally
designed, with eye-opening, jaw-dropping photography, MICRO MANIA takes a close-up look at a world
that's mostly invisible to us. It's an amazing universe that comes into astonishingly large-scale focus on these
spectacular pages--which showcase everything from luminescent, furry-green bacteria and flowerlike virus
cells to maggots, mold, and more.

But this is more than just a collection of mind-blowing images; it's solid science that encourages children's
natural curiosity. They'll find out about the great scientists who discovered the existence of microbes; see
how bacteria travel and reproduce; peek at some of the insects that make themselves at home in our kitchens,
bathrooms, and bodies; and learn why some germs are good and others make us ill--and what we can do to
stay healthy. By the time they've finished taking this voyage through nature's miniature universe, kids will
fully understand why even the tiniest of creatures--from foot fungus and salmonella to blood-sucking bugs
and organisms squiggling in a pond near you--can have a really big impact on our lives.
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From reader reviews:

Matt Cresswell:

Within other case, little individuals like to read book Micro Mania. You can choose the best book if you like
reading a book. Given that we know about how is important the book Micro Mania. You can add know-how
and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from book you can
learn everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple issue until
wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we can easily open a book as well as searching by internet
gadget. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel uninterested to go to the library. Let's read.

James Reed:

Book is definitely written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can understand everything you want
by a reserve. Book has a different type. To be sure that book is important thing to bring us around the world.
Beside that you can your reading ability was fluently. A book Micro Mania will make you to end up being
smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about everything. But some of you think that open or
reading any book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they could be thought like that? Have you
looking for best book or acceptable book with you?

John Morris:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice
through surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the item for a while is
reading. Yes, by reading a book your ability to survive increase then having chance to endure than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this kind of Micro Mania book
as starter and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Rachel Kaufman:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information from
the book. Book is composed or printed or highlighted from each source this filled update of news. With this
modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social similar to
newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You can add your
knowledge by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just trying to find the
Micro Mania when you needed it?
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